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Abstract. Radio frequency identification (RFID) is one of the key technologies of Internet of
Things, which have many security issues in an open environment. In order to solve the communication
problem between RFID tags and readers, security protocols has been improved constantly as the first
choice. But the form of attack is also changing constantly with the development of technology. In this
paper we classify the security protocols and introduce some problems in the recent security protocols.
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1. RFID System Introduction
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is a non-contact automatic identification technology, it uses
Radio Frequency signal to complete the automatic identification to obtain relevant information of
target acquisition, at the same time complete the exchange of information among the target objects,
having a wide range of applications among Internet of things. RFID is widely used in the fields of access
control, logistics, monitoring, tracking, anti-counterfeiting, identification, security, military, and medical
treatment because of its non-contact, fast identification of moving objects, high identification efficiency,
can work in harsh environment and convenient operation and so on, But at the same time caused a lot
of security issues.
A typical radio frequency identification system consists of a reader (Reader), a tag (Tag), and an antenna
(antenna), as shown in Fig.1. In the physical configuration, the tag consist of the RFID front end, the
antenna, identity information, the digital baseband for storing information and processing protocols,
As a result, the tag can store identity information, usually placed on objects that require authentication.
Reader and tag communicate through the radio interface with the background database connection. In
the RFID system, the implementation of the label data is the key to information retrieval, we can obtain
the label information in the back-end database to understand the special information of the product.
The product information needs certification, logistics records and key information management can be
saved in the end database.
There are two main defense methods in the face of RFID system security issues: passive detection
(physical methods) and active defense (security protocol). As passive detection reduces the utilization
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of tags, there are some difficulties to implement, so some active security mechanisms (security
authentication protocols) are preferred. The second part introduces the attack model and security
requirements of the RFID system. The third part introduces the classical security protocol of the
RFID system. The fourth part introduces the research status of the classic protocol. The last part is the
summary.
The end
database

Tag

Reader

Figure.1 RFID system
2. RFID Attack Model and Security Requirements
2.1 Attack Model Introduction.
RFID systems are vulnerable to suffer attack of various forms, because RFID readers and tags transmit
information by wirelessly. RFID security protocols as a solution to security threats, the various forms of
attack will be introduced firstly.
● Personate Attack. A clone tag attack that allows the reader to believe that the received data
is from a legitimate tag. An attacker can create an authenticated tag through entering the appropriate
format data in a blank tag.
● Replay Attacks. An effective data transfer is recorded by the attacker and maliciously repeated
or sent back between the tag and the reader in an insecure channel between the tag and the reader. Such
as a device (not necessarily a tag), masquerading as a trusted entity, and playing back a tag response
message to the reader. Another way is to maliciously replay legitimate readers’ requery to the tag, aims
to retrieve the tag’s private information, in order to avoid this happening, the response of each tag and
the reader must be unique in every round.
● Tracking Attacks. This attack is considered the most important prevention attack which
can cause a significant loss of privacy to the label holder. It is easily to be tracked if any information can
be connected to a given tag. Thus updating information can prevent such attacks after each successful
authentication.
● Man-in-the-Middle Attack and Information Disclosure. The attacker controls
the flow of information by replaying or modifying information between the tag and the reader, at the
same time the reader and tag do not detect any anomalies in this attack.
● DOS Attacks. Similar to tracking attacks, this attack is a major concern in RFID systems. These
attacks are easy to achieve, but difficult to prevent. One method is that an attacker maliciously collides
with a tag, causing the reader to load more data than they can handle; the other is an attacker blocks
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messages that are transmitted between the tag and the reader. The attack could cause desynchronize
messages between the tag and the reader.
● Forward Attack. A system is belong to forward security means the current label response
message eavesdropped by the attacker is not linked the previous response message.
2.2 Introduction to security requirements.
In an RFID system, the reader sends a response message received from the tag to the backend database.
The database would compare feedback information received from the label, while the database needs to
send the news to the label passed the authentication, the label also must carry on the authentication to
the database’s identity. In the mutual authentication process, the forgery data must be prohibited from
being authenticated. However we must find an effective way to prevent the attacker from modifying the
authentication information because the wireless channel between the tag and the reader. In the design of
RFID authentication protocol, we must consider the following aspects of the security requirements:
● Confidentiality. Electronic tags can only send messages to valid readers and can not reveal any
valuable information to attackers during system operations. Once the attacker has access to valuable
information, the identity of the label information may be leaked. Therefore, a complete RFID security
solution must be able to ensure that the information contained in the label can only authorize the reader
to access.
● Indistinguishability. The output value of the tag is required for each authentication is not
the same and not directly linked the tag ID value. If an attacker can distinguish a specific output from a
target tag, thus the tag can be tracked, that is so-called the anonymity of the tag.
● Authenticity. It refers to the prohibition of false electronic tags to deceive the reader or server.
● Forward Security. If an attacker obtains the privacy information of the tag, the tag cannot be
tracked. That is, although the adversary obtains the tag’s output information but couldn’t contact
the previous round of information.
● Efficiency. Though efficiency is not included in the security requirements, passive tags in the
protocol need to operate hash function XOR operation and so on. Thus efficiency is a necessary factor
to consider in the design of security protocols.
3. Introduction to Classic Security Protocols
3.1 Hash—lock protocol.
Hash-lock protocol [2] is proposed by Sarma et al. in order to avoid information disclosure and tracking,
in which use meta ID to replace the real tag ID, the protocol flow shown in Figure.2. In this protocol,
the tag does not have a dynamic refresh mechanism and the meta ID remains unchanged during the
authentication process, further more the tag ID is transmitted in plain text over an unsecured channel.
Thus Hash-lock protocol is vulnerable to fake attacks, replay attacks and tracking -positioning attacks.
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Figure.2 Hash—lock protocol
3.2 Randomized Hash—lock protocol.
In order to solve the problem of position tracking in Hash-lock protocol, Weis et al proposed
Randomized Hash-lock protocol [3], using query-reply mechanism of the random number, the protocol
flow shown in Figure.3. In this protocol, a pseudo-random number generator is used to increase the
amount of label operation within the allowable range of label cost. Tag ID remains unchanged, and the
plaintext is still sent between the tag and the reader, causing this protocol is vulnerable to counterfeit
attacks, replay attacks, were tracking attacks. In order to validate each tag, the reader must effectively
compute the hash value of the each tag ID stored in the back-end database, the resources consumed by
the whole authentication process are huge, it is easy to cause DOS attack, and does not apply to a large
number of label attestation.

Figure.3 Randomized Hash—lock protocol
3.3 Hash—chain protocol.
Hash-chain protocol [1] is proposed by Ohkubo et al., which is also based on the challenge-response
mechanism, the protocol flow shown in Figure.4. Tag and the back-end database share an initial secret
value. The protocol resolves the forward security problem when the reader sends an authentication
request to the tag, and the tag sends a different response. But in the protocol only reader authenticate the
identity of the tag, the tag does not authenticate the identity of the reader, so it is vulnerable to personate
attacks and replay attacks. Meanwhile Back-end database’s search work is huge, for each round needs
to look up m × n times, where m is the chain length, n is the number of ID. And ID space is large
under normal circumstances, such as up to 128 bits. To ensure randomness, where m should be large
enough, as a result it is easily to lead DOS attacks.
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Figure.4 Hash—chain protocol
4. Research Status of Security Protocols
The existing security protocols are divided into four categories, the first type proposed improved
protocol respectively security protocol based on the shortcomings of Hash-lock protocol for the study,
which also divided into four specific cases, the first section summarized respectively; next type proposed
protocol based on the shortcomings of the Randomized Hash-lock protocol; the third type proposed
improvement protocol based on Hash-chain protocol; the last type is based on the above three basis
protocol, taking into account the safety and efficiency and cost of the label factors fully, proposed
comprehensive protocol. The following will be introduced respectively.
4.1 Security protocols based on Hash - lock protocol.
For the shortcoming of the Hash-lock protocol, Lee [15] proposed protocol keep using meta ID instead
of the real tag ID value in the original protocol, meanwhile using semi-random access control (SRAC),
which provides mutual authentication and good security to prevent tracking attacks, fake attacks,
DOS attacks, but in the case that the attacker eavesdropped and playback Meta ID, tags can also be
successfully authenticated by legitimate readers, thus the protocol does not have anti-replay attacks.
Subsequently, a low-cost RFID authentication protocol (LCAP protocol) was proposed in [14], which
uses the challenge-response scheme to ensure the positional privacy of the tag holders. However, if
the attacker eavesdropped the current label response, message could be inferred the previous message
tags responded and sent, and the protocol cannot provide forward security. Choi et al. [17] proposed
an improvement scheme based on the protocol [14] in which the labels are grouped and the back-end
database is assigned to each group index also saved in the tag. The shared key and an initialization value
and the like are stored in the tags and database.
This protocol does not reveal the tag’s privacy information, using random numbers and counter
variables to ensure location privacy, anti-trace attack and impersonation attack, but it is not completely
safe. The attacker can derive the previous response information by tapping the response message of the
current label, so it doesn’t provide forward security. In [18], an improved scheme is proposed by Choi
et al. Taking account into forward security and synchronization attacks, it provides forward security but
doesn’t authenticate the reader identity regretful.
One improvement protocol is a serverless system and the two entities involved in authentication are tags
and readers. Tan et al. [8] pointed that if the reader and the back-end database couldn’t create a secure
and continuous network connection, RFID systems would not be used, if that will limit the application
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of RFID systems in remote areas. Thus a server-free security authentication protocol is proposed. In
which the back-end database is used as the certification authority (CA) to write the label’s secret value
into the tag and initialize it, and the reader must obtain authorization from the CA to access a specific
set of tags. As well each legitimate reader downloads the authenticated access table from the CA. This
protocol is not a strict authentication protocol and cannot guarantee the anonymity of the tag ID,
because the communication between the reader and the CA is considered to be secure.
In the references [10,11,12] proposed some protocols based on the Tan et al. Protocol and successfully resist
major attack models, including tracking, eavesdropping, and clone attacks. In the scheme [10, 11] achieved
mutual authentication and symmetric key setting are implemented, but symmetric key may cause other
problems. In scheme [11], the reader and the tag share the key in other states, and the reader identifies
the tag with a random number, meanwhile dynamic information must be synchronized between the
reader and the tag in order to successfully operate the system. In this case, an attacker can initiate a
asynchronous attack to break the synchronization and face the problem of asynchronization.
At the same time, Ha et al. [19] also proposed a serverless security authentication protocol, each tag needs
to maintain a state parameter SYNC, that is, the state protocol, but it is well known that the security
protocol in RFID is stateless, , each tag and reader does not need to maintain any status information,
and the management of the status values in the tags is cumbersome in the communication session. For
example, the attacker will be very easy to get the label to protect privacy information after the label’s
calculation error will change the SYNC value. In this case, the attacker can re-set the state value to 0
when the tag in the session does not successfully end the communication, causing the tag to not work
properly. The protocol has a forward privacy threat, and the protocol’s security depends on the tag ID
during the update session to provide the forward privacy service. Two kinds of attack means are listed
in the reference [20] aimed at protocol [19], can destroy its forward privacy, an improved stateless value is
proposed in addition, but it is also a serverless security protocol.
One kind of improved scheme is just to consider the forward security. In reference [9], the back-end
database and the label share the shared key. The reader only transmits the tag and the back-end database.
The tag ID value is not updated, but the key value is updated after each successful authentication.
Other improved scheme does not consider the synchronization problem. In reference [4, 5, 6], some
improved methods based on Hash-lock protocol are proposed. The new protocols avoid the tracking
attack when the reader accesses the tag receive different response message every round. There are still
security flaws. For example, the label ensures the cost and security, but it is not a good solution to the
synchronization problem of the label and database in reference [6].
4.2 Security protocols based on Randomized Hash—Lock protocol.
Because of its practicality, there are rarely improved protocols based on Randomized Hash-Lock
protocol. The practicality is that the mutual authentication process is completed by only two exchanges
of information. Compared other security protocols, mutual authentication cannot be completed by
two exchanges of information, at least three to four steps are required to exchange information, and
just only one-sided authentication is required such as Tan et al. [8]. Compared to reference [16] maintains
the previous authentication step, only transmits the tag ID value to the original protocol in the last
step. The improved protocol adds a hash function to the reader and the transmitted message is a hash
function consisting of random number and tag ID value, this improved security significantly but at the
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same time have high memory consumption, just for only for small networks. Future research may look
for a scheme that keeps authenticating each other during the communication process, not just at the
beginning of the session, since the authenticated tag is unlocked and its risk of being deceived by the
reader can be significantly reduced.
4.3 Security protocols based on Hash—chain protocol.
ID tag in the Hash-chain protocol is dynamically updated, also known as dynamic ID authentication
protocol. For it does not authentication the identity of the reader, so this is vulnerable to personate
attacks and replay attacks and its back-end database search work is huge and other shortcomings.
Thus reference [24] combined with three-way handshake agreement, proposed to create a two-way
authentication method serial number in the communication time to encrypt information, but the
agreement belongs to the serverless system.
Reference [13] pointed out that Luo et al.’s protocol used two hash functions to update the key value.
The reader only communicated the communication between the tag and the back-end server, and
almost omitted the reader in the protocol. The counter will also increment the tag value after each round
of authentication. When the server sends a request for authentication to the tag, the tag responds to
the counter, the counter hashes and the shared key, after the backend server verifies that the random
number of sessions is used as the encryption key. However if the count value of one tag is significantly
different from the count value of the surrounding tag, the attacker can track the tag according to the
count value of the tag in this protocol. In addition if the attacker sends a query request to the tag and
the count and key values of the tag are not changed by a valid server, the tag would respond to the
same value and attacker can track this tag. Or if an attacker listens to a second session and changes the
response value, it is considered to be valid by the tag, and then the tag responds with a message sent by
the attacker to the reader. The reader surely cannot decrypt the message. If a lot of tags are attacked, the
protocol would suffer DOS attack. At the same time it also analyzed the protocol of Lee et al. specific
about the attacker’s personate tag to send a message to the reader, eavesdrops the random number s
sent by the reader to the tag, and changes the value to 0, eavesdrops the tag’s return value, and modifies
the sending reader, so the agreement is vulnerable to personate attacks.
There are improved protocol based on Hash Chain protocol In reference [21, 22], for example, reference
[22]
uses a hash function to approximate the randomness, the protocol does not change the secret value
in the hash chain, only a hash function to achieve the dynamic update of the label to reduces the huge
amount of queries in the backend database in the original protocol meanwhile its time complexity
decreases from O(m × n) to O(m + n) . However, the two protocols only improve the security flaws
of the original protocol, but the back-end database has exhaustive search and large number of hash
operations in verifying the identity of the tags and readers and the efficiency is not obviously improved,
so it is not suitable for large tags to be widely used.
4.4 Comprehensive improvement protocols.
In the design of the protocol, the tag only could bears a lower calculation cost, just including the hash
function and the random number operation. so the authentication server part of the protocol undertakes
a lot of computation and low efficiency. After studying these protocols, in order to overcome this
shortcoming, the researchers have done a lot of work can be divided into three general types.
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The first type is about the hash value of the ID and other information sent by the tag [3] and the server
can pre-calculate and store the hash value to the backend database. Upon receiving the label response
message, the server can find the tag ID stored in itself. In general a protocol requires O (1) computational
efficiency to validate a tag, using an efficient hash map instead of traversing all tag ID operations. These
protocols have a good reliability and anti-traceability, however an attacker can intercept messages sent
from the server and then replay the messages to the tag. By comparing the response messages of the
tags, the attacker can track the target tag because the response message is fixed before the successful
authentication.
The second type of the improved protocols based on tree, packet and shared key idea in order to
overcome the deficiency of tag tracking attacks in the first class, hence these protocols improve the key
search efficiency of the server and reduce complexity from linear to logarithm, but these agreements are
vulnerable to compromise attacks. Based on the tree protocol, such as reference [24], using the tag as a
leaf node in the tree, and the key assigned to the internal node. The server stores all the keys and each tag
also stores its own key and the associated key O(log N ) from the leaf node to the root node.
During the authentication process, the tag would respond with a hash of the O(log N ) key and a
random number, and the server can verify the root key value of the tag. However, tree-based protocols
are vulnerable to compromise attacks because each tag shares a set of keys with other tags in the tree
structure. Similarly Group-based protocols are also vulnerable to compromise attacks since each
group’s labels share a single key. For example, in reference [25], the tag shares a protection key with the
server, and the tag sends the hash value of the protection key to the server that can calculate the hash
value during the authentication process. However the protection key in the protocol is shared in the
label is known so it is vulnerable to compromise attacks.
Reference [27] proposed a protocol for passive tags but only consider the forward security, and the label
of the agreement is too large, which does not meet the low-cost requirements.
Table 1 Security of different protocols

Table 1 Security of different protocols

×: does not exist

: partially exist

: exist
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5. Conclusion
This paper first introduces the attack types and security requirements of RFID system recently, and the
three classical protocols including Hash-lock protocol, Randomized Hash—lock protocol and Hashchain protocol based on Hash function, as well as the problems of these protocols including improved
protocol based on classical protocols would be illustrated in Table 1. For these shortcomings, the existing
security protocols are divided into four categories, of which the first three are based on the improvement
of three classic protocols, the last one is based on three classic protocol solutions moreover considering
the safety and Efficiency and the cost of tag. However there are a variety of problems in security
protocols, including security flaws, efficiency issues, and non-compliance with large-scale tags. At
present, there is no good security protocol is recognized as safe, feasible, efficient and so on, the future
work is still gathered in how to design a reliable, safe and efficient RFID security protocol.
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